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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The author's interest in the observational abilj_ties of food ser-
vice supervisors was piqued while a staff member of the University of 
Oklahoma Medical Center. The positions held by the author at the 
Center were Methods Improvement Dietitian and Administrative Dj_etitian. 
This interest in observational abilities became more pronounced when, 
as Administrative Dietiti.an, direct responsibility was assumed for the 
actions of the food service supervisors. It was observed that the 
supervisors were consistently having trouble developing a sensitivity 
to the sights and sounds of the operation. Also these supervisors 
generally were unable to relate the operation's sights and sounds to 
visualizing the work performance of employees they were supervising. 
Each supervisor observed and realized that employees were present in 
the area. However, the supervisor had difficulty seeing the employee 
as ''working" or "idle, 11 and the relationshj_p of this activity to opti-
mum production. 
This project will try to determine and measure the observational 
level of the food service supervisor. In order to accomplish this, 
consideration will be given to formulating, selecting or adapting a 
test or tests, either oral or written. Such a test will be administer= 
ed to help determine the supervisors' observational levels. A research 
1 
period of fifteen days using a modified ratio-delay method will be 
utilized and a follow-up period will be designated for retesting to 
determine possible changes in the food service supervisor's observa-
tional level. 
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·For this research an institution will be located which employs 
food service supetyisors in suffic;~nt number to select a sample group. 
It is hopE;!d that interest is prevalent.-·· ·.f'ol'. improving the supervisor's 
observational technique and that m~bership in the Hospital, Institu-
tional, and Educational Food Servipe Society-* is stressed. The food 
service supervisors chosen:i.'n,~thi~ institution are to be members of 
the HIEFSS. Selection of the supervisors is to be ma.de on the basis 
of availability (approximately fiv~ weeks), need for continued growth, 
the individual's cooperativeness and furthering of supervisory experi-
ence. 
*He~einaftet known as the HIEFSS 
CHAPTER lI .. . . .·· 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
._..... .;! ' , ' 
•. : 1. : '··~· ' : ... .. ! .. •. --'. · . .:J. • •• , 
Position"· .of Food ·Servicie Supervisor 
'f11e position of.Food Service Supervisor has been born of great 
need within the last twenty years. As stated in a 1965 report (1) 
the need for delegation of duties to non-professional personnel was 
recognized by The American Dietetic Association in 1943. Today, as 
the American Dietetic Association report (1) continues, the duties 
which belong to the food service supervisor have been differentiated, 
and a job description which conforms to current practice is available. 
Some variation in the name and roll for such supervisory employees 
became evident upon review of the literature by the author. McFadden 
and Hart(~) cited the national Labor-Management Relations Act and in 
substance define a supervisor as an individual having authority, in 
the interest of the employer. This person may hire, transfer, suspend, 
lay-off, recall, promote, discharge, assign, reward or discipline other 
employees or may have responsibility to recommend action. The exercise 
of such authority is not merely routine or clerical but requires the 
' 
use of independent judgment. All supervisors carry out similar duties, 
but the degree of responsibility can vary. The same American Dietetic 
Association report (1) has made recommendations for titles of supervi-
sory employees .. in small institutions (25 beds or less). When the per-
son in charge is responsible for actual food preparation, the title 
3 
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should be ''cook-manager" rather than "food service supervisor." 
Cushman and Cushman (3) in 1947 said that supervision is an art, 
because skill is required to become a first class supervisor. Skill 
is the practice of any art, whether it be the art of supervision or ·• 
'the art of playing the violin and can be acquired only by long hard 
practice. It is probably no exaggeration to state that a great many, 
I . 
probably a majority, of all the sup~rvisors now on the job learned to 
perform their supervisory functions the hard way - by the trial and 
error method. 
A second report from the American Dietetic Association (4) sug-
gests that the role of the food service supervisor may include many 
and varied duties and responsibilities, such as: 
1. Consulting with the dietitian (full-or part-time, or dietary 
consultant) regarding operating problems, patient food serv-
ice and therapeutic diets. 
2. Orientating, training, supervising and evaluating new per-
sonnel. · 
3. Training, supervising and evaluating other personnel. 
4. Instructing employees in use, care and maintenance of equip-
ment. 
5. Preparing work and time schedules for food service employees. 
6. Supervision of sanitation and housekeeping procedures. 
7. Maintaining safety standards. 
Responsibilities in the area of administration. 
1. Assisting in ordering food supplies. 
2. Receiving deliveries and checking receipts against specifi-
cations and orders. 
3· ~ Maintaining' or itttproving standards of food preparation and 
service. 
4. Su_pervising activities of work areas, including cafeterias, din-
ing. . ~rooms, and the dishwashing room. 
5. 'Assisting in the standardization of recipes and supervising 
their use. 
Responsibilitie~ ~n the area of patient food service. 
1. Writing modified menus according to patterns established by 
5 
the dietitians or dietary consultants. 
2. Supervising serving units or central tray service. 
3. Contacting patients daily who are receiving routine diets 
and/or selective menus. ' 
The Cook-Manager 
1. Planning menus consistent with current nutritional principles 
and within budgetary limitations. 
2. Scheduling, training and evaluating food service personnel. 
3. Developing specifications for food supplies and purchasing 
them.._ 
To en.able personnel to perform the many and varied responsibil-
ities of the food service supervisor, specific training courses are 
being offered and the "hard way by the trial and error method," as 
stated by Cushman and Cushman (3), is becoming more obsolete. The 
American Dietetic Association report (1) states that most of the train-
ing courses offered for food service supervisors are included as adult 
education programs in vocational high schools, although an increasing 
number of junior colleges have two-year courses in food administration 
leading to an associate degree. At least one course is known where 
adult education is providing additional preparatory training to the 
food service supervisor so that greater assistance may be given to the 
therapeutic dietitian. In-service training programs have been insti-
tuted, also, in a number of large institutions and such programs are 
encouraged and recognized as acceptable avenues of training. 
Michigan State University offers a ten-week residence study ~curse 
for food service supervisors (1). The Pennsylvania State University 
conducts a correspondence course for food service supervisors as does 
The American Dietetic Association. The latte~ course, the report stat-
ed (1), is an outgrowth of the research work.done under three succes-
sive grants from the Kellogg Foundation from 1959 through 1963. The 
American Dietetic Association course, as finalized, involves not only 
the preparation of lessons which the trainee sends to the Course Di-
rector for grading and evaluation, but has the personalized help of 
"preceptors," who are selected professional dietitians. Concurrent 
employment in a food service departm~nt is an eligibility requirement 
for participation in this course. Furthermore, a unique feature of 
the curriculum is a laboratory session of at least two days, in which 
students are brought together as a group for supplementary work. 
In view of the appreciable number of food service supervisors 
trained in recognized courses The American Dietetic Association asked 
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a committee to investigate the possibility of a national organization. 
The following year (1959) this special committee was charged with con-
sidering the possibility of establishing such an organization. Mar-
garet L. Ross, chairman of this committee, reported that a constitution 
for an organization to be known as "Hospital, Institution, and Educa-
tional Food Service Society," had been accepted and chartered in the 
State of Illinois (1). This organization has come to be known as the 
"HIEFSS. 11 Membership in the HIEFSS is open to all food service super-
visors who complete the training program requirements. 
Qualities which promise success as food service supervisors are 
not restricted to persons of a particular age group. They are found 
in relatively young adults and in those who are considerably older. 
For this reason, no specific age limits have been indicated. Super-
visors should have good health, good judgment, a liking for people and 
a sense of humor. They should possess the quality of leadership that 
invites active cooperation and inspires harmonious working relation-
ships. 
This person may supervise those who prepare and serve food and 
beverages in such a way as t o : 
1. schedule work and hours for personnel, 
2. maintain established standards of sanitation, safety and 
housekeeping, 
3, maintain records, including food cost, meal census and per-
sonnel records, 
4. follow through on routine daily food purchasing procedures, 
5. perform other duties which may be delegated by the person to 
whom the food service supervisor is responsible. 
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In a small organization a food service supervisor may perform all of 
the duties listed above with the guidance of a dietary consultant and/ 
or a shared dietitian. In addition, the supervisor may perform other 
duties, such as the planning of rr.enus and routine modified diets and 
the purchasing and controlling of food and supplies (5). In a large 
organization, however, a food service supervisor usually is responsible 
for supervisory duties in only one specific work area as delegated by 
the director of the department of dietetics, who is a professiona~ly 
qualified dietitian (5). 
Also it is important for the food service supervisor to realize 
the value of obtaining new knowledge and refining old skills. In 
connection with this Phillips and Foster (6) state that the individual 
must first perceive how continued learning will be useful in attaining 
goals and satisfying desires. An axiom of education states "that the 
learner who becomes an active participant in the learning process takes 
a greater interest." 
Food service supervisors frequently observe without seeing or un-
derstanding what is being done or are unable to evaluate whether the 
employee is at productive work or idle. How does a supervisor deter-
8 
mine how w~ll subordinates are performing their work? Frazier (7) sug-
gests one way is to compare employees' actual performance with pre-
determined work standards. 
In every work standard, two factors are present; these are quan-
tity and quality. A quantitative work standard will contain several 
elements. For example: 
1. a unit of work, 
2. specified method, 
3. specified equipment, 
4. specified conditions of work, 
5. an employee with the skill and aptitude for the job, 
6. a management's decision on the rate of work performance and 
7. a time factor, with consideration for the degree of exertion 
necessary. 
Any job will have all these quantitative factors involved., altho.ugh n.ot 
specifically labeled or easily distin.guished. 
A qualitative work standard, on the other hand, contains a degree 
of: 
1. competence, 
2. accuracy and 
3. precision. 
Frazier (7) indicates that the work standard cannot be merely quanti-
tative or merely qualitative but both factors must be present. 
Aspects of Work Simplification 
Another way to help the supervisor obtain a measure of the area's 
activity is to be the observer in a work sampling study as stated,by 
Reiland and Richardson (8). Work sampling methods are used in the 
field of work simplification. 
According to Zinck (9) a key to learning work simplification is 
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to realize the tremendous waste of physical effort and the monetary ex-
pense added to the production of a product. This effort should be re-
alized wherever and whenever possible for every act in carrying out 
the job functions. The manager, the foremen and the employee, each 
in his own sphere of influence, must realize this and be spurred by a 
mental revolution. Zinck believes this mental revolution of the super-
visor is a mental shift from seeing a man walking or a hand moving as 
something necessary to get the job done, to seeing a man walking or a 
hand moving as a costly use of time, which adds only cost to the pro-
duction. The supervisor (9) after purposeful thought and observation 
of an employee has the mental shift to "do something about it. 11 Now 
even the mere act of recording in writing what is actually being done, 
will of itself, bring ideas for improvement to the supervisor's mjnd. 
According to John R. Johanson (10) work simplification is more 
than a phase, a system, a course or a program. It is a philosophy and 
technique for accomplishing improvement which may be obtained through 
people. Work simplification is based on the assumption that further 
improvement is always possible and that this can be attained by those 
motivated to expend the necessary time and effort. 
The broad subject of Work Simplification uses specific procedures 
for analyzing work situations. These procedures include the headings 
of Work Sampling, Ratio-Delay, Snap-Reading or Random Observations. 
Work Sampling, as stated by Barnes (11), covers three main uses: 
1. Ratio-Delay which measures the activities and delays of 
men or machines and determines the percentage of the day 
that a man is working or not working. 
2. Performance Sampling which measures working time and 
non-working time of a person on a manual task, and 
establishes a performance index or performance level for 
the person during working time. 
3, Work Measurement which measures a manual task, that is, 
establishes a time standard for an operation. 
Snap-Reading, which basically means the same thing as Work SamP-
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ling or ~·pot Sampling, was discussed in an article by P. Cordier ( 12). 
Snap-Reading describes a procedure used in France to cover the Anglo-
American words, such as Work Sampling, Spot Sampling and the Ratio-
Delay Method. The Snap-Reading method described by Cordier consists 
essentially in replacing continuous observations at a work place or 
group of work places by a number of observations taken in as short a 
time as possible. The number of observations needed is figured math-
ematically. 
Wilks (13) writes of a procedure called Random Observation. Pre-
liminary work is outlined to determine the elemental breakdown of the 
job and includes the selection of random numbers (which will deter-
mine the times of observation). In Wilks' application an eight hour 
production study was completed. If the operator was working, a per-
fonnance rating factor was given; if not working, the reason why was 
ascertained. When the required number of observations had been taken, 
the results were tabulated. Then a percentage breakdown and also the 
percentage of incidental work was obtained. An accuracy of five per 
cent was considered sufficient for this study. 
Barnes (14) refers to work sampling as employing a random sampling 
theory similar to that used in quality contr.ol. This method consists 
of selecting samples at random from a large group and, when a suffi-
cient number of samples has been selected, a prediction is made for 
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the whole group. The work sampling proc·edure in its simplest form 
consists of making observations at random intervals of one or more 
operators or machines and noting whether they are working or idle. If 
the operator and machine is working, a tally mark under "working" is 
made; if idle, a mark under "idle" is made. The percentage of the day 
that the worker is idle is the ratio of the number of idle tallies to 
the total number of idle and working tally marks. For example for a 
total of 40 observations with four idle times and 36 working times, 
10% idle time (4 + 40 x 100 = 10%) and 90% working time (36 + 40 x 
100 = 90%) is noted. If the study covers one operation for an eight 
hour day (480 minutes), then results will show "operation idle" 10% 
or 48 minutes of the day (480 x 0.10 = 48) and "operation working" 
90% or 432 minutes (480 x 0.90 = 432). 
Essential in work sampling techniques are the use of random ob-
servations of workers performing job duties. To Schwetter and Davis 
(15) this means that there should be no apparent order for the obser-
vations, so that any one observation will be independent of the 
others . Each work sampling observation lasts only a fraction of a 
minute, with an instant for notation. The total time for making all 
the observations may encompass a longer time period than that used in 
customary job analysis. 
Observation 
Amiss and Sutton (16) believe that knowledge is gained to a large 
degree through observation. The definition of "observation" is that 
it is a combination of the ability to see what is looked at accurately 
and the possession of the memory to recall what has been observed. 
All observation requires some degre~ of concentration. In most ca~es 
observational abilities are vague and wanting in fullness of detail 
and precision. Things possessing distinctive charac~eristics may be 
dbserved and recognized by a brief glance. This type of glance is 
the sort of observation made by the majority of people. Good obser-
vation must be accurate and free from error. The ability to make 
careful and detailed observations canbe.developed and improved by 
constant practice. 
Accuracy of observation is required because it is the foundation 
of dependability (16). Lack of reliable information, or inaccurate 
observations, is very apt to show up in mistaken beliefs and opin-
ions. These mistaken belie·fs and opinions may be adapted by the 
supervisor from ,others without seeking to make proper substantiation 
by personal observations and reflections. Accurate thinking is based 
on facts rather than emotions. It is known that strong emotions may 
12 
bring about a considerable divergence in statements from actual reality. 
and lack of accuracy may lead to looseness in judgment. From the view-
point of the supervisor, accurate observation should be developed so 
it becomes a habit. 
Schwetter and Davis (15) have suggested that in order to make 
observations employee duties be identified and outlined. A period of 
three weeks was proposed for such a study. Eleven observations per 
day were indicated (15) as the maximum number by an observer, since 
other duties also must be performed. To obtain the observation times 
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numbers. The random times selected designate when the observations 
will be made and eliminate the possibility of bias on the observer's 
part in selecting the time to make observations. These selected num-
bers are converted to time values by ignoring any digits in the table 
of random numbers from 60 to 99 and using only digits from 00 to 59. 
For example, if the numbers selected were two or 55, these will be 
prefixed to the starting work hour as follows 6:02 or 7:55. This 
procedure is continued by prefixi.ng each hour to a random number 
through to the closing work hour of the day. A set of random numbers 
is selected for each day of the time study. These random times then 
are used to make the observations each day. The observation forms 
used during this procedure are desi,!?',ned to permit the observer without 
hesitation to instantly record what has been observed.. 
A critical point to remember, Close (17) stresses, is that ob-
servational readings should be defined and when the observer arrives 
at that point the activity of person and machine should be noted im-
mediately. Ea.ch operation of "working" or "idle" should be given an 
equal chance of being observed and noted. 
Vroom (18) raises the question of whether, with all of the sug-
gestions for obtaining new knowledge and refining old skills, it is 
reasonable to suppose that any real change in behavior or personality 
of an individual takes place in a few wee.ks. Psychologists say, ac-
cording to Vroom, that people do change continuously but that this 
change is the result of a gradual process of accretion. Or, con-
versely, it may be a gradual sloughing off of old ideas and concepts. 
Seldom though, can people expect to change the basic personality 
structure, which is the core of behavior. A pattern of ego defenses 
is built in depth which is termed our "self. •1 In a complete individual 
this pattern cannot change too radically. 
Therefore, managers must accept themselves, Vroom (18) feels, and 
accei:t, too, the personal failings and foibles of their subordinates. 
Furthermore, managers must be understanding and supportive of human 
weakness, because this is in the best interest of individual growth 
and development and promotes the proper "climate" for the release of 
human capabilities. 
Testing for Observation Abilities 
To determine the ability of the food service supervisor to per-
form observational work a test may be used. According to Noll (19) 
the first step in planning such a test, or measuring instrument, is 
to decide what goals or objectives to measure. Having defined the ob-
jectives the next step is to decide what type of test will best ac-
complish this purpose. Noll says that the objectives and the measure-
ments should complement each other. The only way to determine to what 
extent the objectives of instruction have been attained is to use a 
measuring instrument. Otherwise the extent of progress made is a mat-
1 
ter of subjective opinion or conjecture. According to Arny (20) sub-
jective measurement may not furnish accurate information because the 
results may be misinterpreted or influenced by personal bias. Wal-
lace (21) indicates that tests, although admittedly imperfect, are 
better than subjective methods of appraising human abilities. In 
practice, Noll (19) states, it is customary to begin by canvassing the 
instructional material and activities as related to the educational 
objectives to be measured by the test. 
Before and during the test session rapport - a feeling of calm, 
comfort and confidence to the persons involved"'!" is extremely impor-
tant. Miemmers and Gace ( 22) state that the absence of rapport may 
mean nervousness and in.efficiency on the part of the pupil. Brown 
(23) states the reliability of a test is higher when the directions 
are clear and adequate. These directions should explain "what" is 
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to be done, "how" the answer is to be recorded and "where 11 it is to be 
placed as, for example, on an answer sheet. Surmnarizing the test is 
always a crucial step according to Furst (24). The test summation 
should, in brief, do the least a.mount of violence to the answers and 
yet permit the kinds of interpretations desired. 
According to Furst (24) a test-retest pattern may be used to 
assess permanent changes and/or establish the reliability of the test. 
For retest the same instrument is administered a second time to the 
group after an interval of a few or several days. 
Summary of Literature 
The position and role of the food service supervisor is one of 
responsibility for and to other human beings. From the literature it 
would appear possible to test a.ndtrain the supervisor to visualize 
the work performance of the employee. Also the food service super-
visor may be made more aware of the 11 operation 11 through accurate ob-
servation. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
As Administrative Dietitian at the University of Oklahoma. Medi-
cal Center, it was observed that food service supervisors were con-
sistently having trouble developing a sensitivity to the sights and 
sounds of the operation. Also these supervisors were unable to relate 
the operation's sights and sounds to visualizing the work performance 
of employees. Each supervisor observed and realized that employees 
were present in the designated area. However, the supervisor had 
difficulty seeing the employee as uw-orking" or "idle" and the rela-
tionship of this .activity to optimum production. 
This project will try to determine and measure the observational 
level of the food service supervisor. In order to accomplish this, 
consideration will be given to formulating, selecting or adapting a 
test or tests, either oral or written. Then such a test will be ad-
ministered to determine each supervisor's observational level. A re-
search period of fifteen days using a modified ratio-delay m.ethod will 
be utilized. A followup period will be designated for retesting to 
determine any changes in the observational level. 
Selection of Tests 
Dr. Harry Brobst, Head of Tests and Measurement Department at 
16 
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Oklahoma State University, was consulted on the type of test to use in 
this research. Dr. Brobst stated that a test for this type of measure-
ment had not been utilized before and that a specific test was not 
available~ It was mutually agreed that a test using pictures would 
be more valid considering the level of formal education and length of 
time that some of the food service supervisors had been out of school. 
A review of perception or inspection (aptitude) tests, which would 
come the nearest to measuring an observation level, was conducted. Dr. 
Brobst also suggested a review of the Flanagan Aptitude Classification 
Test Series*, as an inspection test based on the use of pictures is 
included in this particular test series. 
The review of various tests indicated only one other perception-
inspection test using pictures and, as the F.A.C.T. on Inspection, 
form lA, was readily available it was selected for use. Also while re-
viewing the materials a test on Judgment and Comprehension, form 8 A, 
v 
from the F.A.C.T. series, was found and discussed with Dr. Brobst. 
Location of Research 
For this research the author was interested in locating an insti-
tution that stressed membership in the HIEFSS for food service super-
visors •. Because of avid interest manifested by the dietetic staff to 
improve the supervisory techniques, the University of Oklahoma Medical 
Center was considered as an institution which could lend itself to 
this research. 
"*Hereinafter known as the F.A.C.T. 
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Therefore the next step was to contact the University of Oklahoma 
Medical Center. An invitation to participate in this research was 
sent to Mrs. Mary C. ?.a.hasky, Director, Department of Dietetics. Mrs. 
?.a.hasky enthusiastically accepted the opportunity for the department 
and food service supervisors to participate. 
The organizational structure of the Department of Dietetics at 
the Medical Center is divided into four service divisions 1) Patient 
Food Service, 2) Cafeteria, 3) Main Kitchen and 4) Children's Patient 
Food Service plus two supportive divisions, Methods Improvement and 
In-Service Education. There are positions for 112 full time employees, 
18 food service supervisors (ten of whom are ~emb~r~ of HIEFSS) and 13 
staff dietitians. Mrs. ?.a.hasky indicated that numerous staff dieti~ 
tians are employed to maintain an extensive inter-and intra-departmen-
tal teaching program plus a dietetic internship. 
When a food service employee at the University of Oklahoma Medical 
Center is promoted, or an individual (from outside the organization) 
is hired for a supervisory position, each is enrolled in the in-service 
education program. These courses, taught by the Department of Dietet-
ics, are designed to meet the education requirements of HIEFSS and 
the needs of the University of Oklahoma Medical Center. Obtaining 
membership in HIEFSS is encouraged for each food service supervisor. 
Or~entation of Dietitians 
All staff dietitians to be concerned with this research were in-
vited to an orientation, during which an explanation of the problem, 
the objective and an outline of procedure was presented. It was ex-
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plained to the dietitians that the problem to be studied is the appar-
ent trouble food service supervisors have in visualizing the work per-
f om.a.nee of employees. These supervisors see the employee a.s 11work-
ing" or "idle" and do not realize fully the relationship of these ac-
tivities to optimum production. Also indications were that the food 
service supervisor had difficulty in developing a sensitivity to the 
process of supervisory observation in specific areas of responsibili~ 
ties. Therefore, the objective set for this research will be to try 
to make the food service supervisor aware of his or her level of ob-
servation in specific areas of responsibilities. 
The author suggested a total of eight food service supervisors 
be selected, two from each of the four service areas, by the dieti-
tians in charge. The supervisors chosen should be members of the 
HIEFSS. Selection is to be made on the basis of availability (appro-
ximately five weeks), need for continued growth, the individual's co-
operativeness and furthering of supervisory experience. Adherence to 
the qualifications set forth were stressed and cooperation of the 
dietetic staff was encouraged. 
Further explanation to the dietitians emphasized that this re-
search is to be divided into three phases; preliminary, modified 
ratio-delay method and a retest. One day before the modified ratio-
delay method is to be begun the preliminary phase of administering 
tests and showing slides will be conducted. After using the modi-
fied ratio-delay method for fifteen days, another day will be used 
to retest and view additional slides. 
During the preliminary period the first step will be to admin-
ister the F.A.C.T. on Judgment and Comprehension, form 8 A (Appendix 
A) to the supervisors. Then illustrations of a series of five 35 mm 
colored slides (Figures 1 - 5) to be presented to the food service 
supervisors showing employees in actual work situations will be shown 
the dietitians. The slides of actual work situations were taken by 
the author while doing a special project as Methods Improvement Die-
titian. Upon viewing the pictures the supervisors will be asked to 
mark an observation card (Chart Ip. 23) with a "W" if the picture 
shows the employee working or an "I" if the employee is idle. The 
decision of "working" or "idle" when viewing each slide will be based 
on the supervisor's judgment. Discussion following each slide will 
be guided to help the supervisor realize what has been observed. To 
complete the preliminary phase a F.A.C.T. on Inspection, form 1 A 
(Appendix B) will be administered. 
Figure 1. Assembling a Patient's Tray. 
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Figure 2. Putting &lad and Dessert on Patient's Tray. 
Figure 3. Putting Beverage on ~atient's Tray. 
Figure 4. Putting Hot Food on Patient I s Tray. 
(One person idle) 
Figure 5. Final Arrangement of Di.shes on Tray. 
(Both working) 
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The second phase of this research (modified ratio-delay) will 
have the food service supervisor use a set of fifteen observation 
cards. The explanation to the dietitians will indicate that filling 
out these cards will help show a conscious act of observation on the 
part of the supervis9r. 
Each of the observation cards will have a column for area of su-
pervision, random times when the observations of employees are to be 
made and blank squares, which are to be marked with a "W" if the em-









The numbers used to chose the random times of observation will 
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be taken from a statistical table of random numbers selected by a ran-
dom process suggested by Schwetter and Davis (13). Two digits will 
be noted between 00 and 59 pertaining to the 60 minutes in the hour 
and numbers from 60 to 99 will be discarded. To the two digit numbers 
the work schedule hours of the supervisor will be added, which will 
give random times thus avoiding biased observations (Seep.)) Review 
of Literature). ·To cover the ratio-delay method phase five sets of 
eight random numbers will be drawn and rotated by weeks. The first 
set of random numbers will be put on ~he first observation card, the 
second set on the second card and so forth through the fifth card (a 
work week of 5 days). Then the second week the second set of numbers 
will be recorded on the sixth card and so on (Seep. 24 Chart Ir:). 
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The third set of numbers will be recorded on the eleventh card and the 
fourth set on the twelfth card and so forth through the fifteenth card. 
CHART II 
Rotation of Random Number Sets 
· lat set 2nd set . .3rd set 4th set 5th set 
1st week 1(1) 2 .3 4 5 
2nd week 2(6) .3 4 5 l 
.3rd week 3(11) 4 5 
1 2 
While this phase is in progress, weekly checks will be made by the 
author with each supervisor. Any individual problems or comments on 
the use of the observation card will be discussed at this time. 
The third phase of this research to be explained will be to re~ 
test each food service supervisor on the F.A.C.T. on Inspection, form 
1 A. Also another series of twenty .35 mm colored slides (Figures 6 -
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17) (Plates I - VIII) will be shown and observation cards will be 
marked in the same manner as stated before. Again discussion will 
follow the viewing of each slide. These slides will be additional 
ones taken by the author while doing a special project as Methods Im-
provement Dietitian and from the slide files in the Food, Nutrition 
and Institution Administration office at Oklahoma State University. 
After this thorough orientation of the dietitians at the Uni-
versity of Oklahoma Medical Center discussion and questions will be 
invited. The methods delineated to the dietitians will be the pro-
cedure followed in conducting the research. 
Figure 6. Cleaning Onions. 
Figure 7. Tasting Chili. 
(One person idle) 
Fig\l.re 8 . Carving a.t a Buffet Table. 
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Figure 9. Adding up Receipts. 
(One person idle) 
Figure 10. Passing Trays on Assembly Line. 
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Figure 11. Putting Hot Food on Plate. 
Figure 12. Gathering Hot Food Covers. 
Figure 13. Disassembling Trays. 
Figure 14. Trimming Meat. 
(One person idle) 
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Figure 15. Dishing up Fruit Platter. 
(One person idle) 
Figure 16. Carving Meat. 
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Figure 17. Dishing up Cold Plate 
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Plate I 






Dishing up Cake 
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Plate IV 













Preparing Individual Salads 
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CHAPTER IV 
DI.SCUSSION AND RESULTS 
For this research three phases . .,,,pretesting, use of modified ratio-
delay method and a retest were completed. Each phase was covered by 
setting a level of observation, using a tool of supervision and de-
termining the amount of increase or decrease, if any, in the obser-
vation level of the supervisor. 
On the first day of the research project the author met with the 
food service supervisors in the in-service education classroom at 
Children's Memorial Hospital in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. The super-
visors chosen by the staff dietitians varied in age, years of ser-
vice and formal education (Appendix C). Since some of the supervisors 
had not been to school in the pa.st thirty years and had not been ex-
posed to a modern test, a short explanation on the type of test to be 
taken was given before the test booklets were opened. 
In administering the F.A.C.T. on Judgment and Comprehension, form 
8 A, the explanation to the supervisors was that a paragraph, written 
on a specific topic, would have adjacent to it a list of related ob-
jective questions. The supervisor was to select and check the correct 
answer (multiple choice). When this procedure was clearly understood., 
the supervisors were asked t.o open the test booklets to the practice 
problem and the printed procedure given in the test booklet was audi-
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bly followed. The author utilized the Examiner's Manual which gave 
direction and timing (35 minutes) for this test. While the test was 
in progress however, two of the older supervisors asked for clarifi-
cation of a question, indicating more time could have been spent on 
structure form.at of this test. Upon completion of the test some con-
cern was manifested by the two supervisors for not understanding the 
"problem'' question. This concern was allayed. This test was given to 
expose the food service supervisor to a different form of testing 
and in addition so that the results might indicate individual capa.bil-
ities. To illustrate the individual test scores and maintain the 
anonymity of the food service supervisor, mun.hers from one through 
eight were assigned for all tests administered du;ring this research. 
The individual supervisor's stanine scores are noted in graph form 
(Appendix D). 
Next a sample observation card was given to the food service. su-
pervisors (See p. 23 Chart I). Then a set of five 35 mm colored slides 
picturing actual work situations were shown. The supervisors marked 
the observation card with 11W" for working and 111 11 for idle, upon 
viewing each slide. This procedure illustrated the method which was 
followed for the modified ratio-delay phase. While these slides were 
shown, interest in judging the position of the employees (working or 
idle) was very high. There was good response from the supervisors . 
during the discussion following each slide. 
To explain the procedure of completing the F.A.C.T. on Inspec-
tion, form 1 A, an illustration of three rabbits was drawn on the 
chalkboard. The first picture was the example and the next picture 
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was changed so as not to be an exact replica. The third picture was 
drawn to match the first example. The supervisors were told the test 
pictures would be similar to this illustration; first an example, then 
a series of pictures·from which to select the illustrations that do 
not match the original example. When this explanation was clearly un-
derstood, the supervisors were asked to open the test booklets to the 
sample and practice problems. The Examiner's Manual was utilized by 
the author to give audible direction and to set the time (six minutes) 
for this test. Upon completion of the test the supervisors expressed 
interest in knowing the scores. Also. comments were expressed concern-
ing the "simplicity11 and 11clarity11 of this test (F.A.C.T. on Inspec-
tion, fonn 1 A) using pictures versus the multiple choice F.A.C.T. on 
Judgment and Comprehension, fonn 8A. The supervisors' stanine scores 
are noted in graph fonn (Appendix D). 
The second phase of this research was for the supervisors to use 
the modified ratio-delay method. Sets of observation cards (15 in 
each packet) were distributed. It was stressed that these observa-
tion cards were a new tool for supervisory observations. The super-
visors were asked to note 1) place for name, 2) column listing employee 
position to observe, 3) random times and 4) blank squares. To cover 
the various work schedules of each supervisor, the hpurs of the spe-
cific schedules were prefixed to the random times listed on the obser-
vation card. A mark of "W" for working or "P' for idle was to be 
made in the blank squares corresponding with the employee position ob-
served at the random times listed in the column. The eight observa-
tion times listed on each card were to be marked for a total of 15 
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working days. It was explained that if the supervisor had to 11cover'' 
for an absent employee, no observation card was to be marked that day 
but the card would be used the following day when on regular schedule. 
Among questions from the supervisors was,. "What to note if the employee 
is on a break at the observed time''? It was agreed that a "B" for 
break should be used. The supervisors were very interested in this 
phase of the research. 
While the food service supervisors were using the modified ratio-
delay method weekly trips to the University of Oklahoma Medical Center 
were made by the author. Each supervisor was contacted at that time 
and any individual problems or comments on the use of the observation 
cards were discussed. One of the supervisors was concerned with an 
employee who did not show a 11 break 11 on the daily observation card. 
This point was clarified by stressing that the observations were to be 
taken at the designated times noting the activity observed. Further 
discussion indicated that the random times listed on the observation 
cards were 11arrangedn to cover such a situation. 
Some supervisors commented that through the use of the modified 
ratio-delay method the work performance of employees -wa·s visualized 
in the assigned .. :. area and in other areas, also. Giving the food 
service supervisors the packets of 15 observational cards and describ~ 
ing the sections of the card gave the supervisors background and rea-
sons for the use of the cards. By receiving all 15 cards at once the 
supervisors had an idea of the amount of time which would be involved 
on the project. 
At the retest session the F.A.C.T. on Inspection, form 1 A was 
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given again. Reference was made to the illustration of the rabbits 
used when this test was' administered in the preliminary phase. With 
this example clearly understood again, the supervisors were asked to 
open the test booklets to the sample and practice problems. The Ex-
aminer's Manual was utilized by the author to give audible directions 
and to determine the time (six minutes) for this test. When the test 
was completed, the supervisors were very interested in knowing the re-
sults of this test. So the author showed how to dismantle the test 
and to count the number of correct answers to obtain scores. The ones 
who scored less on this retest were disappointed. The ones who made 
higher scores were pleased. The individual stanine scores are noted 
in graph form (Appendix D). Later for further results, the individual 
answers checked on each question for both tests were compared with 
the possible answers for each question and noted in graph forms (See 
p. 45 and4.6 Chart III - Part I and II). 
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Chart III illustrates the possible answers and actual answers 
checked on the F. A. C. T. on Inspection form 1 A. 'rhe numbers, one 
through 40, correspond to the individual test questions. The num-
bers one through eight correspond to the individual number assigned to 
each supervisor (Appendix C'). Test I answers are indicated by a dash 
mark ( - - - -), Test II answers are indicated by a dash dot mark 
(-.-.-.)and all possible answers are indicated by a solid line 
(--------). If the food service supervisor was unable to complete 
either of the tests in the time available., the particular line indi .... 
cates where the supervisor stopped. When a question was answered in-
correctly an asterisk ( *) indicates this. 
The data assembled in Chart III, Appendices C and D were analyzed 
to determine individual interest points about each supervisor. Num-
ber one supervisor was more accurate in the alloted time on the second 
test but was unable to answer as many questions. Supervisor number 
two apparently had difficulty reading because of a lack of practice. 
In fact the F.A.C.T. on Judgment and Comprehension, form 8 A, was 
read to this supervisor question by question by the author. The 
supervisor then told the author which multiple choice answer to 
check. On the F.A.C.T. form 1 A supervisor number 2 indicated more 
accuracy onthe second test with a raw score of 48 as compared to the 
raw score of 36 on the first test. 
Supervisor number three was the oldest in age in the test group 
and had been out of school the longest period of time. By obtaining 
raw scores of 61 and 65 this supervisor was the most consistent scor-
er, however. The fourth supervisor showed the greatest increase in 
raw scores (l~2 to 65) of any of the supervisors tested. Supervisor 
number five indicated more accuracy on the second test, but number 
five was unable to complete as many questions as on the first test. 
Next to the oldest in age was supervisor number six, who was the 
second most consistent scorer with raw scores of 56 and 51. Super-
visor number seven was one of the three supervisors with more than a 
ninth grade education. On the first test this supervisor was the only 
one to complete all 20 questions on the first pa.rt of the test, though 
there were 35 errors. On the second test greater accuracy (only 11 
errors) was indicated but fewer questions were answered. The youngest 
supervisor was number eight and one of the three supervisors with more 
than a ninth grade education. This supervisor was the only one who 
showed very little increase in accura.cy on the tests. 
From the F.A.C.T. on Inspection, form 1 A, given in the prelimi-
nary session. and repeated in the final phase these results were obtain-
ed: 
Cha.rt IV 
'I'est Scores - Form 1 A 
Preliminacy Retest 
Supervisor Raw Stanine Raw Sta nine 
Supervisor 1 71 6 60 L~ 
Supervisor 2 36 1 48 2 
Supervisor 3 61 5 '65 5 
Supervis,2F 4 42 1 65 5 
Supervisor 5 45 1 50 3 
Supervisor 6 56 4 51 3 
Supervisor 7 72 6 64 5 
Supervisor 8 64 5 49 2 
Computation of the coefficient of variation between the two test 
scores was figured to indicate the amount of variation. 
is s CV = -::- , where CV is the coefficient of vari:ation. 
x 
square root of s2. s2 is computed as 
2 
s2 = zxi n 




.n is the number of scores. Xi is the raw test score; Xis the mathe-
matical average computed as X = zxi z is summation. Using the 
n ; S 
raw scores on the first test, computation of the formula CV== gives x ., 
a score of .242 for the coefficient of variation. As noted in Chart IV 
page 48 the preliminary test raw scores ranged from 36 to 72 with 
stanine scores from one to six. However, on retest the raw scores 
ranged from 48 to 65 and stanine scores from two to five. The com-
putation (Appendix E) of the coefficient of variation from the raw 
scores on the second test showed .134. So in comparing the coef-
ficients of variation the results indicated the :r-Btest had less vari-
ation between the individual test scores. This low variation has 
raised the average test score of the supervisors from 50.8 to 56.5 and 
indicated the use of the modified ratio-delay method has increased the 
supervisor's accuracy. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The problem as observed by the author was that food service su-
pervisors were consistently unable to relate the operation 1 s sights 
and sounds to visualizing the work performance of employees, Each 
supervisor observed and realized that employees were present in the 
a.rea. However, the supervisor had difficulty seeing the employee as 
"working" or 11 idle 11 and the relationship of this activity to optimum. 
producti.on. 
By dividing this research into three phases - pretesting.s use of 
modified ratio-delay method and retest - the author was able to sys·-
tematically move from phase to phase, In the preliminary phase the 
use of the F.A.C.T. on Judgment and Comprehension.9 form 8 A, exposed 
the supervisor to a.n ob,jective multiple choice test versus the pic-
ture test of Inspection, forn. 1 A, from the same series, The re-
sponse to the multiple choice test in scores and interest was less 
favorable than to the pictorial test. It seems that people who have 
been out of school a number of years and have limited formal educa.-
tion find ob,iective picture tests easier to comprehend than objective 
multiple choice tests, Therefor~ if this research is to be continued 
at a later date more attention could be given to the use of pictorial 
tests and illustrations. 
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The 35 mm colored slides which are a pictorial form of "teach-
ing" were shown in the preliminary phase and again in the retest 
phase. Through the use of these slides actual familiar work situa-
tions were presented to the supervisors. When viewing the slides the 
supervisors were asked to determine if the employees pictured were 
11working 11 or "idle" and mark the observation card accordingly. This 
procedure proved to be a good teaching tool, for very few questions 
had to be resolved in the second phase. This procedure was similar 
to the situation which was followed in the modified ratio-delay phase. 
In the ratio-delay phase the n1ive 11 employee was observed a.nd the ac-
tivity marked as working or idle on the observation cards. The use 
of the observational card with the ratio-delay method also is a vis-
ual tool of supervi.sion. By observing a situation and noting the 
actual happenings (working or idle) the supervisors were given the 
opportunity to develop the habit of accurate visual observation. 
The observa.tion card and actual marking on the card apparently 
made a favorable impression. Verbal response from the supervisors 
did indicate that by using the observation cards their interest had 
been stimulated. There was visualizing of activity in other areas 
also, indicating aroused observation on the part of the supervisor. 
The combination of the observation card and the modified ratio-delay 
method were found to be very satisfactory tools for this research. 
The 15 day period, which was the length of time used for the modified 
ratio-delay method, proved to be a satisfactory length of time. The 
supervisors became familiar with the procedure and were stimulated to 
make accurate observations. It is possible,though a longer period 
than 15 days on this type of research might have lessened the chal-
lenge and interest. Some supervisors commented that checking every 
hour and maintaining supervisory responsibilities ma.de a. "fu11" day. 
The scores from the F.A.C.T. on Inspection, form 1 A, ad.minis-
tered in the preliminary phase, and in retest, were utilized for 
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the calculation of the coefficient of variation. In figuring the 
formula for the coefficient of variation the second test showed less 
variation between individual scores, thus raising the average test 
scores of the supervisors from 50.8 to 56.5. Overall the supervisors 
showed high interest with indications that by using the modifi~d 
ratio-delay method trie supervisors' observation level was improved. 
The answers of the F.A.C.T. on Inspection., form 1 A, were ana-
lyzed question by question. The possible answers of each question 
were compared with the answer each supervisor checked in the pre-
liminary test and the retest. The a.nal3rsis showed the supervisors 
did not answer as many quest:i.ons on retest but were more accurate in 
the answers checked. With the use of the observation card the super-
visors appeared to be more aware of "observing" a situation. 
The variation in the age 9 years of service and formal education 
of the food service supervisors poses a problem when modern formal-
ized tests are used. During the initial phase, to compensate for 
these wide divergencies among individual supervisors, two tests were 
administered. First was the Flanagan Aptitude Classification Test on 
Inspection, form 1 A, which uses pictures and the second test was the 
Judgment and Comprehension, form 8 A, from the same series, which is 
an objective multiple choice type. The response to the multiple 
choice test in scores and interest was less favorable than to the 
pictorial test. 
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The procedure of showing 3 5 mm colored slides received good re-
sponse. These slides were of actual work situations and required the 
supervisor to judge "workingll or "idle" and to mark an observation 
card accordingly. This procedure is similar to the method which was 
used when the supervisors were actually observing the employees in 
the units for a 15 day period during the second phase. Because very 
few functional problems were presented when using the observation 
cards the illustration method, with 35 mm slides, was concluded to be 
a good teaching tool. 
The food service supervisors apparently have difficulty visual-
izing the work performance of the employees. This impediment implies 
a lack of efficient supervision. The use of the modified ratio-delay 
method appears to be useful for increasing the supervisor's accuracy 
of observation. 
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DIRECTIONS----------------~---------
This is a test of your nhility lo understand a situation and 
det,•rminc the proper action lo take. Bead each µaragraph as 
you come lo it and a11~wer the four questions about. it.. 
Earh parngrnph describes a situation ond is followed by a num-
her of qui,stions about this mate1·ial. Each test item includes 
four J.ms~ible aniswers. You are l.o put an "X" in the ·box. next 
to lhc hest a11swer on the basi., of information in the paragraph. 
PRACTICE PROBLEM 
Here is a sample para~raph for you lo practice on: 
E,1 and Jack w,•re talking ahnut the l!o11111any picnic 
whll'11 was In ht, held on S11turday.1 Ed oO'e.r<,d to 
atop by for Jock and his family 1111d drh•e them to 
the 11h·nfo 1p·o1111ds, hut Jat'k said 111, was working 
on tlw'l\,·,,lv" to 1•ight shift unrl wouldn't be really 
to lt•av,• until lah•, Howev.,1·, Ed was Sllrl' that the 
f1wtor·y w11s going to dose down 111 •ix o'do1·k that 
clay so thut all t>mploye,•s would he abfo to enjoy 
tlw11icni1•, 
I. The picuic was hl~in~ spon~ored hr 
O Ed and Jack. 
D the men's wln•s. 
O the i,ompuny. 
D the union. 
2. From the infon11alion iu this paragrnph, which of lh" 
followinµ stutenwnts is most likely lo-be lnm? 
O Ed 1iml ,l11ek wol'k inn 8tcd mill. 
D Ed mul Jm•k work for the same ,•ompany. 
O Ed lln,s near tluq1itenic gromuls, 
O J1l<'k is a muchinist. 
Ynn should huvc marked the third answer for question I, 
autf ti1t• si,toml UllSWt•r for f.]UUSlion 2, 
STOP HERE. DO"NOT GO ON. 
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READ THE PARAGRAPHS AND S.HECT THE BEST CHOICE FOR EACH QUESTION. 
I have a good fm·,·m,111. lit• thinks I ha\·c more ahility than I think I han,, 
so I ,·on,;i,h·ntly du 1,..11,·r wm·k than I tl1tml(ht I t'ould. When he gin,s me 
.u joh anti h:ls µiv..rl 11w all 1hc net•essnl'y inforn1atio11 ahout ii, he doesn't 
t'onshmtly ,;1,,:;·.k up on 1111• hut (i,ts 1111' work our the sniall rl.-tail.s of the 
job, He has u 1ho1·011gh un,l,•rstanrling of all the work in the dt"t>artmcnl 
1111..! is nlm1ys r,·,uly lo ,·mu·cntrnte nil his allention on any problem with 
whid, I nt>t•d lwlJ•• If(' is smiling, good·nulurt'd, and potienl and always 
shows )llP:1s11rt• \\·hen II jol, is well done. 
l\1y understanding of lh<' !<'rm "tool owner" is lhut it D)lplies lo II person 
who helps supply the t•npitul for 1111 the things which a business net'ds in 
order to ·op<'ratt', This p,,i·son theoretically is the owner of these things or 
tools. Among the purdu,~ers and owners of ,•orpor111ion securities are life 
insurance ,·ompunics and banking institutions who are investors in all 
types of business enlHt>rises on lwhalf of their policyholders and de· 
1>ositors. The pr,,minms which I l"'Y to my life insuranee ,•omp1my and 
the •avings which I h:l\'t, on deposit in my bank are im·eslt'1l in many 
diversified industries. lndh-,•etly, I h.nve made a 11roductive investml'nl 
1md in this •l'nse I am 0111' of 1(1e millions of "tool owners." 
When 11·1111sferred to a higher dass posi1io11, on employee will continue 
to mal<e the same wage us that )11,fore tr11nsfer unlil he hns 11roved 
that his work is salisfaclory. As soon as his supervisor indicules that 
hls work is satisfactory he \\'ill be lrnnsferred to the minimum rate for 
the new position if this ·is !•ii,:hc,r than his wage before lrunsfor. If his 
work contimll'S to be sutisfaelory, 1111 l'mployee will receive not loter than 
the first of the seventh month after trnnsfcr an increase of al least 10% 
abov" the minimum rnlc of the new posilion, or 11bov1, the employee's 
rule before transfer, whiehev1•r is greater, provided this 1ww rale would 
not ex,•eed the maximum rale for tlu, position. 
Bill wos to be the m,w boiler opnator. He knew lhat, in general, the 
water was healed in the· boiler lo make slt'am nnd this Sll'am wns used 
to run lhe olhl'r 1111ll'hinl'S in the. sho11, indmling the gl'n<·rator which 
mode 1111 their dectril'ily. Hut 1111' import1111l details of thl' job had lo be 
shown to him. They showed him tlw pri,,snre gauge, explaining that 111 
200 lbs. steam 111·c,ss111·e an 111110111ati1• safety valve went off. They showed 
him th,• valve whid, ,•,mtrollr,I tht• 11111011111 of water gohig into the boiler, 
and ex1,lahwd lhnt the wn1,•1•,levt•I ga11g11 hud lo l11i at least half full lo 
k<'t'JI the boiler from going dr)', They slul\1'1•11 him how lo regnlule tbl' 
gas burners undl'r the boiler It• keep II from gelling too hot or to control 
the amount of stunm hi,ing mn,11,, · 
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J. \'\'hid1 Olll' of the folirn~ing tjUOlu!i1Jn~ \.\tJUJd :.1.rply 111 I.II 
lt•a .. t part uf thi~ pHra~ruph '? 
!:J A d1t"t"r)' smil.- lurneth U\.\o'ay wrulh. 
O The arl of praising lwg-on tlu.• urt of plt·nhinµ. 
O The t•rad ju!!ltifie~ the m~uuK. 
O A rolling stont- k:nthers no mot!i~. 
2. Tlw \Hiter of thi:; paragraph \H>Ult! hl•:.--l like a fon:mun whu 
O was wt·II informed, 
O instilled sclf,conli,lem·e. 
O •aw tlu11 eo,·h man did his own work. 
O didn't work his men too hard. 
;i. Arrunµe the following step!'! in tl1c on.l~I' iu whirh u fonmwn 
bhould take them, omillinJ? lhos~ not in aµrl·emenl \dth the ,·it·,,~ 
in this paruµ:ruph. 
(I) Praise the worker for o job ,.·ell Jone, 
(2) Gel a thorough underatamling of the Joh. 
5. \v'hich one of the followin~ !olatcmcnl!-i i~ implied in thi~ 
paral_lraph '! · 
O Large rorporelions are controlled hy bunk•. 
O h iii heller lo invest in,lh·eelly in u. ('ompany thruuµh 
Insurance 1,olicit"s and savings ot•eounts. 
O You ,ion ho,·.:, a l!itoke in industry without !!pendin~ o 
fortune, 
O The interest rate on savings aceounts 0ul'lUale8 with 
lhe stock·markel, · 
6. According to the para~raph. \\ hich une of the followinµ 
would rwt necessaril-y h~ considered a hlool owner"'! 
O A person wilh a paid-up hHuran,·e polic•y 
O A peroon with a &moll saving• a,·,·ounl, 
O A p<"roon who had "'orkl!d for the eom11any for 5 
years, 
O A person who owne,I •ome of lhe ror11orutlon'• 
securities. 
9. Acrording to tlieh-t' rult'.s au emplo)'t'I~ who hu~ hec11 truns-
ferred to a higher clu~:-! positic,11 llnJ has he1!11 doing .:1,atisfoc.•tory 
work in the new po~ition 
D will probably gel on increase In salary. 
O will gel ol least a 10% inrrt•ose in hi• salary. 
O will gel 1he minimum rate &el for the job, 
O will probably gel lhe maximum rule for tlie job. 
10. This paragraph !:ipecificollr ~talcs that when 1111 employee 
is transferred to a new joh, any increase due him will l,e paid 
O du, seventh Jay of the montli aflt·r transfer, 
O 110 sooner lhan sevt'n. rnonths ofter transfer. 
O after the "'"' of the sevl'nth month in the high,•r eluss 
position. 
O on or before the beginning of 1he scvrnth "'°11th 
following lrnnsfl'r, 
II. Joe gels paid $1.00 a11 hour ii, his prt:,enl job, He is trans· 
ferred lo• new job which P•Y• Sl.50 minimum to S2.00 maxi· 
13. Ou lhc first day alone on 1lu, job. Hill disco,ernd a ,all'e 
that \\'R!'. ope11. 1\'o one hnd told him about thi.;, \'Ul\'e, \\'hu.t 
,hould he <lo? 
O Turn ii and •••e how ii affe.,led his pres•uro, gouge. 
O Lt•ove it as U is. 
O Clo•• it for live minute• u,ul lht,n chet•k the g,mgee, 
O Ask •omeone about ii. 
14 •. Om· dny the water line ht'l'llUl(' stoppc.ad up und Bill couldn't 
opt•n it l•11011µh to /?ct <~,·,~n a toimull trickle or wat~r into th,• 
lioilcr. \\'hul should he. do riµhl :111U)' 0! 
!] Tutu off 111<• 1,111• hurrwr, 
[] Op1•11 the ""fc•l) ,·ulv,•. 
O Gu get llu.• f'nrt"rllllll. 
f.J T,•11 the nwn lo tum off tlll' t•l«·lricily. 
( ::1) H•primarul the worker for mistakes, 
( -l) Explain the job to thl' worker. 
(5) Continuoily d,erk u11 on the worker. 
[J 1 .. i .• 1 
'..J -~- 5, l 
0 2--1-1 
[] l - 5. 3 
4. "'hich 011e of the fol lo,, hag ~laternt'nts was imvlied in the 
paru:,!rnph? 
[l Tl,.. ,rri1r1· of tlw porui;rspl, liope• 10 beeome a fore• 
mun. 
U A fort•muu!• job i• very Jiffi.,uh. 
O Pt.•rijonulil)' i& 1nore imporlanl than broinlli in a fore• 
man's job. 
:.] Tiu, altitude of a foremun ,·an aff.,et th; work of his 
nu~n. 
7. Which one of the following would he considered a "loo) 
0\\ 11e1·" us wscd in the: paragraph? ' 
[J A person who supplied the fa.,lory with tool•. 
O A p,er•on who supplied the factory with raw materials 
for nu1king tools. 
O A person who 1mrchused tools from the company." 
O A p~r•on who loane<l money lo the company. 
8, Mr. Smith ~ol a loau from lhe bank lo buy a lruck for hi, 
lrm·ki11~ husint:'ss. He hired Mr. Jones to drive the truck and 
signed " contract with the ABC Co111pu11y lo deli,er their prod, 
ucl; _!O the }YZ Campa,~~· Whid, of _ihe fol~owi1'.g would be 
co11!",Hlered tool owners in tlus truckmg busmess? 
O The bunk uml the ABC Company, 
[] The ABC Company aud the XYZ Compun)'• 
0 ~Ir. Smith unJ the hunk's derwsitoro, 
O The ABC Cornpnny und 1he bank'• depooitors. 
mum ptr hour. T,"o week!; after starting 011 the new joL, Joe's 
supervi:mr tells him hi" work is satbfaetory anrl he ha1'i l,een 
µut on tht nc," minimum r~te. He also says Joe will recci\·e 
au increuse in salary :man. Whal j:,; 1h1• mi11inrn111 ,.uno11111 of 
incrt'.t"'e hl· \\oulcl 1,;1.·I 1111dt•1· tlw ruli·:-? 
O IOc per hr. 
0 15c per hr, 
D 20,• per hr. 
0 25e per hr, 
12. Bill was earning 82.50 IJN hour when he was trun~forrcd 
lo a new job rated al Sl.50 minimum to 82.50 maximum per 
lwur. Bill is <loing satisfactory work. How much will he be 





15. Opt:'ni11tf the \'uh·e lo allow mar~ water to µo into the hoiler 
\\otdd lit• 111o~t likely lo prmluct.! \,·hid1 of the follo\\·inµ effects'? 
O Hu.ice tlw dh~1un pre~•illrl:". · 
[] Lo,e••• the level in 1he w11ter·level guoge. 
[] Ht•du<!e lhe sleam 1m,swre. 
O Open lhe •ofely valve. 
16. \Vhat i~ lhc he:-t order in which Lo perform the opcrntiom, 
I isled? 
[] Hun wat,•r into hoil•~r.; turn on g~nt~rolor; turn on 
f:.(tH .. 
[] Turn on gt'nerutor; turn on gntl; run woh.•r into 
hoil(•r. 
[] Uuu wutt•r into lmth•r; turn on p;ati; turn on ~Nu~r-
.ulur. 
!] 1'11ru on ~a~; •·uu wutcr into hoileri turn on ~ent~r· 
alor, 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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As an employee, one of .the most im-
portant things lo realize is that you 
ari• alw11,-s working ,dth and through 
oth,•r 11tsople. This simple fact pro-
vides a guide for all your al'lions. The 
main quality ,lemanded of you by your 
co-workers will not be skill, know· 
le,lge, or talent, hut ebnracter and in· 
tegrhy. They mhw honesty on the job 
more than. a citation for production. 
An important tool for assuring suceess 
both . with your co-workers and your 
boss is )'our ability lo organize aml 
express ideas in writing and speaking, 
yet few people bother to learn this 
basic skill. The larger the company for 
which you work, the more important it 
17. Which of the following sayings ex-
prr~~e:- (Hit~ of the hil~.1~ fo11110 in this 
paraµ-rnpJ1 "! 
D When in Home, do as the Ro-
n1ans do. 
D Prindpl,•s nr,· the lwst guides for 
emulm·t. 
D Tiil' end docs not justify the 
1neans. 
D Au hon.,,;I man. is hard lo find. 
llt The follO\dng cour~cs arc being 
given free lo company employees. In line 
with the para~raph, which one would 
most help a furt:man to advance in his 
job? 
will be that you know how to express D 




Sales 111<'1 hods 
J\ot more than a few hundred years 
hn,·e pass-,,1 since discoverers and in· 
ventors worked by stealth, biding their 
knowledge from the world as if it were 
a. crime. In fact, they were tr<'aled like 
c1·iminals and imprisoned or banished. 
l\lonki111i ha~ finally awakened to the 
foci that knowledge 111111 invention are 
good for the world, and with this 
realization has come the 11·a11sformn• 
lion of huinan life. Few 11eople realize 
how much of their ease of living was 
purchased for them by a beart·broken 
genius who had heen seornetl by the 
world. Today our inventors work with 
the eyes of the world upon thc•n and 
are encouraged hy every Nrnceh ,,hie 
means lo impro.-e the lot of mankind. 
Nothing seems Impossible to an age in 
whieh we talk into a box and then ha,·e 
the box talk back lo us. We may _be 
sure that new inventions will create a 
true "world of tomorrow." 
D 
D 
21. Which of the following would make 
the best title for this paragraph? 
D The Triumph of Knowledge 
D Inventions of Today 
D Invention as a Career 
D The World of Tomorrow 
22, This paragraph implies that 
D early im·entors .came from the 
lowest classes. 
D man's intolerance delnyed prog· 
ress. 
D early inventions were impraeli· 
col, 
D necessity is the m!'ther of inven· 
tion. 
23. Which of the following answers 
lists these inventions in order of their 
development'? 
(1) printing press 
(2) vac,uum lube 
( 3) slenm engine 
( 4) automobile 
( 5) smelting of metals 
( 6) storage battery 
D 1.a.5-6-2-4 
D 1 · ,,; - ·• . 3 · 6 -2 
D 5,6-1-3-2-4 
D 5.1.3.,1 .. 6.2. 
19. The author of this paragraph be, 
lie,·e, that the most important of the fol, 
lowinµ. for an employee's succc~s is thal 
he 
D surpuss his eo-workt'rs in pro- . 
duction. 
D ha,·e the proper trnining, 
D have high intelligen,•e. 
D be able to say what he means. 
20. For se,·erul days, Ed, with four 
other lathe operators, had been working 
.on precision parts for an engine. Today 
Ed didn't bother lo check the selling on 
his lathe, but after several hours' work,. 
he noticed that his machine was not set 
properly for the job he was doin!?, What 
should he do? 
D Correct the setting and continue 
working 
D Report his lathe was defeetive 
O Check the other lathes 
D Report his error to the foreman 
24,, The following outline is to be used 
in writing an article on inventions. 
I, Nature of inventions 
A. Definition of invention 
B. Comparison with discovery 
11. History of inve11tions 
A. Early persecution of inven• 
tors 
l. Tre111t,d ns criminals 
2. Ridiculed and scorned 
B •......................... 
l. Science taught in the 
schools 
2. Money given for re· 
st,ureh 
Which of the following choices would be 
best as item I! B? 
O lrwentions of today 
D llistor·y of scienci, 
D Hecognitlon of the value of 
knowledg<' 
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This Is a test of your ability to do a special type of work. This ability is important 
for some types of WOik and not very Important for others. Be sure you under· 
stand the directions when they are elven, then WOik as quickly and accurately 
as you can on the test. Try to do as many of the problems as you can within 
the time limit. You are 1121 expected to have time to finish all of th~ problems. 
STOP HERE. DO NOT GO ON . 
r~:~~:~:nbJ ~~!~~~:1 if,.,::.Rf1r rrat~~~~~:.s ~:e,5:o~~~ ~~:.~~1ra•:,i•i::~r. t~ .. ~~=:n trr~t•Jo:~1\\t ~ ~:,:.•;:f~1=13.'fl~ 
Please use the c,!1101 number when reorderl111 tlN1 te11 bookllt. 
FACT lA---INSPECTION . CATALOG No. 7-3420 
m 
l11J 
DIRECTIONS _______________________ _ 
This is a teat or your ability to spot llaws or'impcrfections in small objects qui,·kly and accuralcly. 
Eacb problem consists or a aeries of 15 small parts. These parts are ide11tical, except that some or them are 
.perfect and some are imperfect. Your task is to inspect the parts in each problem and pick out the ones which arc 
imperfect or contain llaws. In every case the first part in each series is a perj,'d sample of the material you are 
inspecting. 
Look at the first part in each series, then at the remaining ones in the series. Make an X in the box under 
every part you find with a llaw. You will find one or more imperfect parts in every problem. Marl· the bo.\·e.• for et'<'ry 
imperfect part, 
In sample problems I and II below, the imperfect parts have been marked. Look at problems Ill and IV. 
Mark a cross in the box below those parts which are not exactly like the first one in each series. 
SAMPLE PROBLEMS 
I 6 6a0a6a6m66 o~Oa Oaba6oo0a0a6 
I DDDmDaOQUDaOD.ODa[)Q[) 
m GGaGaGa ~GaGaGaGaGaGaOaGGQa 
-~da74a7««da«««««" 
I 2 3 4 5 ·6 7 B 9 IO II 12 13 14 15 
You should have marked boxes for parts 5, 7, 12, 13, and 15 in.problem III, and parts 2, 4, and 9 in problem IV. 
Remember, \he first part in each problem ie a perfect sample of the part you are inspecting. l'ou will now have 
a timed practice trial on. the next eix•problems. Mark a cross in the'boxes where. the parts are not exactly the same 
as the first one. Work a, rapidly and accurately as you can, When the signal is given, you may begin, 
.. ,;,:,.,,, , ..... ,1,,,;ihl h:i1·,· markPd 1he hox1,s for parts 2, ·5, IO, and 13; in problem B, parts 2, 3, 6, 8, and 
, .. ,,, • .. , -:. •.1. 12, Jal, un,I Iii; in problem D, parts 2, 10, and 14; in problem E, parls 4 and 11; and 
(, ~, )d·. :i•. :1,11.i J:l, 
STOP HERE. DO NOT GO ON; 
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PART I 
STOP HERE. DO NOT G~ 
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APPENDIX C 
Data Summary on Food Service Supervisors 
Eight food service supervisors from the University of Oklahoma 
Medical Center were utilized in this study, A data summary of each 
supervisor is listed below. 
1. :Employed January 1962 
Appointed to supervisor July 1962 
Limit of form.al education: Business college 
Age 30 
2. Employed January 1953 
Appointed to supervisor 1958 
Linli t o.f form.al education: 9th grade 
,Age 34 
3. Employed September 19~-5 
Appointed to supervisor September 1952 
Limit of formal education: 9th grade 
Age 64 
4, Employed July 1956 
Appointed to supervisor May 1961 
Limit of formal education: 9th grade 
Age 35 
5, Employed January 1956 
Appointed to supervisor April 1956 
Limit o.f formal education: one year of college 
Age 33 
6. Employed September 1953 
Appointed to supervisor 1955 
Limit of f.orma.1 education: 9th grade 
Age 1+9 
7, Employed March 1958 
Appointed to supervisor December 1961 
L::imit ·or formal education: 11th grade 
Age 39 
8. -mmployed' October .. 1960 
Appointed to supervisor July 1963 
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The g:ra.ph above is ,divided into eight sections. The numbers one 
through eight are used to correspond to each food service supervisor. 
The nine di.visions on the left correspond to the stanine values listed 
on the tests. Each section is divided in three parts. The first pa.rt 
lists the stanine score obtained on the F.A.C.T. on Judgment and Com-
prehension, form 8 A. The second pa.rt lists the stanine score obtain-
ed on the first F.A.C.T. on Inspection, form 1 A. The third part 
l~sts the .. 1:1tani!,'.let score obta~ned on ~.he second adminis.tra.tion of the 
( F .A. C .'r.) Inspection, form l A. 
APPENDIX E 
Computation for the coefficient of variation on the preliminary 
raw test scores and raw retest scores follow: 
A. Preliminary test CV = ~ 
x 
zxi 2 - ( zxi/ 
n 
where s2 = 
= 
26152 -
------ 183. 9 
n - 1 7 
where S = s2 = 13.5 and X = 55, 75 
CV = s 
x 
B. Retest , CV=_§_ 
where s2 = 
where S = s2 
CV = _§_ -x 
= 13.5 = 
55.75 
.242. 
n - 1 
= 25952 = 
7 
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